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ABSTRACT 
This contribution considers adaptive (multiple input multi- 
ple output) MIMO-diversity selection at the receiver jointly 
with closed-loop power control (PC) to efficiently combat 
fading with only few transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) anten- 
nas. Hence we avoid resalting to antenna selection among 
large MIMO-arrays without PC which would be otherwise 
required to keep complexity low. With low Doppler closed- 
loop PC significantly increases the transmission capacity 
and reduces the MIMO-array size. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Use of multiple antennas at both the transmitter and the re- 
ceiver (i.e., MIMO) increases diversity and enables signif- 
icant gains in capacity over fading channels [1].[2]. Their 
exploitation in a low-cost implementation is, however, still 
challenging. 

Early work on diversity-selection combining [3] consid- 
ered a pre-determined subset of the strongest paths among 
those resolvable in order to reduce complexity without sig- 
nificant loss in performance. For the same purpose, more re- 
cent works extended selection combining to switched MIMO 
diversity between hft < h f ~  and 111, < M R  elements 
among larger antenna-arrays of 114~ and M,q elements at 
the transmitter and the receiver, respectively, for both the 
single- and multiple-stream signaling approaches (see [4] 
and references therein). 

Closed-loop PC can he viewed as an additional means to 
efficiently combat fading with only few Tx and Rx antennas 
without resorting to antenna selection among larger arrays 
to keep complexity low. Jointly, we fully exploit the same 
smaller set of constantly power-controlled MIMO diversity 
components by capturing their power fractions whenever 
detectable at the receiverwhich, otherwise, would contribute 
to interference leakage. Simulations with low Doppler sug- 
gest that adaptive MIMO-diversity selection with closed- 
loop PC significantly increases the transmission capacity 
and reduces the MIMO-array size. 

2. DELAY TX DIVERSITY AND DATA MODEL 

We consider a MIMO CDMA link between hft Tx and M ,  
Rx antennas (applicable to either uplink or downlink). At 

the transmitter the interleaved binary output of the channel 
encoder is differentially coded as a DBPSK data sequence 
b ( t )  with rate 1/T, spread with a long spreading sequence 
c( t )  at the chip rate l/Tc = L/T where L is the process- 
ing gain, then possibly amplified by a PC gain a( t )  (see 
section 3). resulting in a data stream d( t )  = a( t )b( t )c( t ) .  
Multiplexing the output of a space-time channel encoder 
instead is an option that results in multiple data streams 
d,(t) = ai(t)bi(t)ci(t) with additional benefits from the 
coding gain of space-time-codes (STC) [1],[2]. We leave 
such an extension to a future work. We are mainly inter- 
ested here in isolating the MIMO diversity gains that could 
be achieved by increasing the set of independent divenity 
components of the same data stream d( t )  (and therefore of 
each stream &(t)  with STC or multiple-stream signaling). 

For simplicity, we assume a non-selective flat Rayleigh- 
fading channel. We also assume that no channel state infor- 
mation is available at the transmitter, except for a possible 
PC conunand from the receiver(see section 3). We consider 
the simple delay Tx diversity scheme [ I ]  that replicates de- 
layed versions of the data stream d( t )  over the Tx antennas 
withunifomlydistributedpowers, i.e., d ( t - D , ) / m f o r  
p = 1,. . . , Mt where the transmission delays D p  are se- 
lected multiples of T,. Delay Tx diversity requires a single 
spreading code per data stream d ( t )  for CDMA and hence 
avoids expensive despreading of multiple codes otherwise 
necessary to resolving the fade components of the Tx an- 
tennas. Indeed, delay Tx diversity transforms a flat fading 
channel into virtually a frequency selective channel with 
Mt resolvable equal-power paths that could be processed 
by regular CDMA receivers. Hence the following readily 
applies to the selective-channel case. 

At time t ,  the hfr Rx antennas collect the following 
M ,  x 1 observation vector: 

A4t 

X ( t ) = C G p ( t ) d ( t - r o - D , ) / ~ + N ( t ) ,  ( 1 )  

where TO denotes the propagation delay between the trans- 
mitter and the receiver and G p ( t )  the M ,  x 1 vector of 
Rayleigh-fading components' between the p t h  Tx antenna 
and the M ,  Rx antennas. Spacing between antennas in both 

p=1 

'They include large-scale variations such as path-loss and shadowing. 
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transmitter and receiver is assumed large enough to result 
into Mt x M, i.i.d. Rayleigh-fade components in Gp(t) for 
p = 1,. . . Mt without, however, exacting resolvable prop- 
agation delays across the Tx or Rx antennas. The M, x 1 
noise vector N ( t )  denotes the total contribution from all in- 
terference sources in the network. For simplicity, it is as- 
sumed Gaussian and uncorrelated both in space and time. 

After appropriate transformations, we can rewrite X ( t )  
in Eq. ( I )  as follows: 

M* 

x(t) = i ( t )  x E p ( t ) G p ( t ) W  - rp) @ c ( t )W)  + N ( t )  

(2) 

where rp = ra+Dp, Gp(t) = a $ ( t ) / l l G p ( t ) l l  denotes 
Gp(t) normalized, Ep(t ) '  = llGP(t)1l2/ Czl 11Ge(t)1I2 the 
normalized fraction of the total received power $( t )2  = 
a(t)' Cg, ~ ~ G p ( t ) ~ ~ ' / ( M t  x M,) collected from the p-th 
Tx antenna, and H ( t )  is the spatio-temporal channel. 

The new expression for the observation X ( t )  in Eq. (2) 
is that of the wideband CDMA channel model presented in 
[5] from which we infer the post-correlation model (PCM) 
of the M ,  x L despread data block for the n-th DBPSK 
symbol as follows [we use the notation z, =x(nT)]: 

Z, = inb,G,TnDz + N, = s,H, + N, , 

p=1 

= $ ( t ) H ( t )  8 c ( t )b ( t )  + N ( t )  , 

(3) 

where s, = &b,, denotes the signal component, H, = 
G,T,DT is the M1. x L spatio-temporal channel nonnal- 
ized to a, G, = [GI,,, . . . , G.w*,,] is the M, x Mt 
spatial channel matrix, and T, = diag [E~,,, . . . ,EM*,,]. 

D, = [DI,,, . . . , DM~,,] is the L x Mt temporal channel 

Dp,,=IPe(-Tp),Pe(Te-r*),.. . ,P= ( ( L - ~ ) T ~ - ~ ~ ) I ?  (4) 

matrix with p-th column for p = 1, . . . , Mt given by: 

where p.(t) is a truncated raised-cosine pulse [SI. 
For the sake of clarity, we exploit the PCM model of Eq. 

(3) to present the adaptive MIMO-diversity-selection com- 
bining scheme implemented by the spatio-temporal array- 
receiver (STAR) over the despread data block Z,, although 
combining of the data before despreading was shown to re- 
duce complexity [5 ] .  

3. m o  DIVERSITY wm CLOSED-LOOP PC 
The receiver STAR implements matched-channel maximum 
ratio combining (MRC) as follows [5]: 

4, = Real { H,Z,/M,} H , 
where v, denotes the M,. x L matrix V, reshaped as an 
M,L x 1 column vector, before passing B,~,-I to the soft 
Viterbi decoder after deinterleaving. The spatio-temporal 
channel estimate in Eq. ( 5 )  is given by [ 5 ] :  

8, = G,f"D:, (6) 

where G, = [GI,,, . . ., Gp,,] , f, =diag [<I,,, . . ., Bp,,], 

D,, = [DI,,, . . . , i)p,,], and P is the number of detected 
paths being tracked. The synchronization module constantly 
monitors the vanishing and appearing paths by comparing 
their power estimates (i.e., $:e;,,) to the same detection 
threshold and accordingly adjusts the size of the matrices in 
the spatio-temporal reconstmction of 8, in Eq. (6) (please 
refer to [5] for more details about channel synchronization). 

In essence, STAR exploits adaptive space-time process- 
ing to implement a very robust and fast adaptive MIMO- 
diversity selection combining scheme (well adjusted to the 
channel time-variations) where the selection criterion used 
is that paths exceed a given detection threshold (around -12 
dB) in order to he selected for combining. This selection- 
combining feature has never been underlined as such in pre- 
vious works. We exploit it jointly with closed-loop PC. 

Indeed, STAR estimates the total power collected at the 
receiver from all the MIMO diversity paths as fotlows [5]: 

(7) 

where 0 < a << 1 is a smoothing factor, compares 4; 
to the target power (usually 1) and accordingly instructs the 
transmitter to increase/decrease the amplification factor a ( t )  
(see section 2) at a given PC update rate. 

In contrast, previous contributions focussed only on in- 
creasing the diversity gains with more Tx and/or Rx anten- 
nas to combat fading and hence proposed new implementa- 
tions and/or analyzed the performanceof MIMO transceivers 
(or STC schemes) in the absence of PC (i.e., a(t)  = 1). 
Hence, they recently resorted to antenna selection among 
large MIMO-arrays to keep complexity low (see [4] and 
references therein). Diversity is indeed a powerful means 
for combating fades. With (Mt, M,) antennas, it achieves 
a diversity gain of Mt x M, (plus a coding gain in STC 
schemes) that translates into the exponential order by which 
the BER decays asymptotically versus the SNR [2]. 

Power control, however, steepens the rate of descent of 
the BER curve faster and results in a log-normal distribution 
of $; that quickly approaches the AWGN-channel case (i.e., 
perfect PC). Indeed, it attempts to bind$: around a constant 
power by compensating the instantaneous average power of 
the fade components E:, llGp(t)112/(Mt x M,) (i.e., 4; 
without PC') with its inverse profile in a'(t); the equaliza- 
tion burden being made easier with the help of a moderate 
diversity order only. Hence, PC trades the high diversity or- 
der otherwise required to reduce the large power variations 
at the receiver for distributed yet overall weaker power vari- 
ations at both the transmitter and the receiver, each with few 
antennas only (see section 4). 

Stege et a1 [6] recently studied the impact of PC on a 
(2,1)-MIMO link. They did not, however, recognize the 

4:+1 = (1 - a )  4: + a  s i ,  

*It also approaches the AWGNshannel w e  when Mi x M, 4 03. 
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Figure I :  FER vs. SNR in AWGN-channel (semi-dashed), 
perfect ID (dashed), and imperfect ID (solid) cases. 

above advantages of combining low-complexity closed-loop 
PC and low-order diversity without resorting to antenna se- 
lection. Additionally, they implemented a common PC com- 
mand for the two streams generated by a space-time block 
code [6]. As explained earlier in section 2, ad hac exten- 
sion of this work to the multiple-stream signaling approach 
implements independent PC az(t )  for each data steam d ; ( t ) .  
Simulations not shown for lack of space confirm that inde- 
pendent PC of two Tx streams with half the feedback rate 
outperforms common PC. Other interesting findings and sim- 
ulation results are reported and analyzed next. 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

We consider data transmissions of 19.2 Kbis over a CDMA 
system operating at a carrier of 1.9 GHz with a chip rate 
1/T, = 1.2288 Mcps. Information bits are convolutionally- 
coded at rate-IR with constraint length of 9. grouped into 
IO-ms frames of 384 symbols after block interleaving with 
size 24 x 16, modulated DBPSK at 1/T = 38.4 Kbis. then 
upconverted at l /Tc  with a spreading factor L = 32. When 
active, closed-loop PC instructs f0.25 dB increments at I .6 
KHz with a Tx delay of 0.625 ms and a 5% feedback BER. 

When PC is active, the FER curves in Fig. I (as well as the 
BER curves beforeiafter FEC not shown for lack of space) 
indicate that a MIMO-array nominally (i.e., perfect ID) ap- 
proaches the AWGN-channel case (i.e., perfect PC) much 
more rapidly with increasingdiversity, suggesting that lower 
order of diversity may suffice. This allows reducing the 
number of antennas. 

In practical systems, where channel identification is ac- 
tive, there is a diversity limit beyond which no gain is achieved, 
On one hand, increased diversity increases the slope of de- 

Simulation results suggest the following new findings: 

PC On PC o f f  
(Mf,WZl,) m$ I c I E I 2 1 c I E 

Speed of I Kmih (i.e., f~ = 2 Hz) 

Table I :  Required SNR value 3 in dB, resulting capacity 
C in number of users per cell and spectrum efficiency per 
Rx antenna E in h/dHdMp for a target FER of lo-’. 

scent of the BER at the link level. At the system-level, it 
reduces the variances of both the Rx and Tx (when PC is 
active) powers as well as the outage probability due to re- 
duced variations of the incell and outcell interferences. As 
shown in Tab. 2, when PC is active in the low Doppler case, 
ua2 reduces from 3.2 with (1,2) antennas, to 0.7 with (2,2) 
antennas, to 0.4 with (3,2) antennas resulting in capacity 
gains’ in Tab. 1 of 120 (5 to 1 I )  and 20% ( I  I to 13), re- 
spectively. On the other hand, increased diversity increases 
the amount of uncaptured power that leaks to interference 
through increasingly weaker and less detectable paths due to 
power ”fractioning” among Tx antennas, more so when PC 
is active, because PC further shrinks the range of inultipath 
amplitude variations, or at high Doppler, because tracking 
becomes more unstable (see PM, and P,w-j in Tab. 2). 
Overall, best tradeoff in capacity versus diversity in Tab. I 
is with (3,2) antennas in all but the low Doppler case with- 
out PC, where losses due to ”fractioning” are still negligi- 
ble compared to the diversity gains and beyond the reversal 
point (to be reached with larger MlMO arrays). 

A good indicator of the achievable capacity in Tab. 1 is the 
level of received-power std u p  in Tab. 2 as long as diversity 
gains dominate losses due to ”fractioning”. Without PC, G2 
is X-distributed with an std U+Z = 1 / m  that reflects 

)For qualitative illustration of the results, we used the system-lwel ca- 
pacity evaluation tool in [SI with an uplink seNp for simplicity. 
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Table 2: ID & PC statistics at % values in Tab. 1: Pp = Prob[a = P I ,  P2 = E[IIH, - H,l12]/(MJ), I& = 10 log,,(d2). 

well the saturation in performance gains due to increased 
diversity. Although $J’ has log-normal distribution with PC 
(i.e., $:B is Gaussian, see mean and variance in Tab. 2), 
capacities achieved with or without PC are about the same 
(6-7, see Tab. 1) at similar std levels (0.3-0.4, see Tab. 2). 

PC reduces the required order of diversity and the size of 
the MIMO array. In Tab. 2, while measured u p  decays in 
1/- without PC, it reduces fast to around 0.1 with 
PC at low Doppler. Based on these std observations, we 
expect to obtain the same capacity with PC and (3,2) an- 
tennas as would be obtained without PC with (30,2) anten- 
nas. Practical limits on path tracking and ”fractioning” may 
force one to reduce this array-size using Tx-antenna selec- 
tion. Without antenna-selection feedback, however, closed- 
loop PC enables a small-size MIMO-array of (3,2) antennas 
to serve 13 userslcell versus 4 without PC, resulting in a 
capacity gain of 225% (see Tab. 1). 

At high Doppler, closed-loop PC is too slow to achieve the 
same gains obtained at low Doppler (see Fig. 1 and Tabs. 1 
and 2). 

With closed-loop PC over non-selective channels, results 
at either Doppler rate suggest that Mt = 3 Tx antennas 
per data stream provides the best performance. Over selec- 
tive channels with 3 equal-power paths, only Mt = 1 Tx 
antenna per data stream is therefore needed. In a multiple- 
stream signaling approach, more Tx antennas could be nec- 
essary to create a sufficient number of distinct channels for 
spatial multiplexing. 

These results further motivate the study of MIMO capac- 
ity with PC where the decision variable has a log-Normal 
instead of a X-distribution. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We implemented adaptive MIMO-diversity selection at the 
receiver jointly with closed-loop PC to efficiently combat 

fading with only few Tx and Rx antennas. Hence we avoided 
resorting to antenna selection among large MIMO-arrays 
without PC which would have been otherwise required to 
keep complexity low. With low Doppler, closed-loop PC 
significantly increases the transmission capacity and reduces 
the size of the required MIMO-array. 

Ongoing work assesses STC with MIMO-diversity se- 
lection and closed-loop PC. We will report the results in a 
future publication. 
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